Next-Generation AUC: Analysis of Multiwavelength Analytical Ultracentrifugation Data.
We describe important advances in methodologies for the analysis of multiwavelength data. In contrast to the Beckman-Coulter XL-A/I ultraviolet-visible light detector, multiwavelength detection is able to simultaneously collect sedimentation data for a large wavelength range in a single experiment. The additional dimension increases the data density by orders of magnitude, posing new challenges for data analysis and management. The additional data not only improve the statistics of the measurement but also provide new information for spectral characterization, which complements the hydrodynamic information. New data analysis and management approaches were integrated into the UltraScan software to address these challenges. In this chapter, we describe the enhancements and benefits realized by multiwavelength analysis and compare the results to those obtained from the traditional single-wavelength detector. We illustrate the advances offered by the new instruments by comparing results from mixtures that contain different ratios of protein and DNA samples, representing analytes with distinct spectral and hydrodynamic properties. For the first time, we demonstrate that the spectral dimension not only adds valuable detail, but when spectral properties are known, individual components with distinct spectral properties measured in a mixture by the multiwavelength system can be clearly separated and decomposed into traditional datasets for each of the spectrally distinct components, even when their sedimentation coefficients are virtually identical.